6 Best Movie Apps For iPhone
Features
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Selecting the best movie apps for iPhone was not
an easy task. There are plenty of such applications
strewn across the Apple App Store that boast of
offering excellence. However, we’ve got only the
crème of the crop so that you can enjoy every bit of
film brilliance through your handy iDevice. Whether
it’s about hitting your local cinema to catch a new
flick or watching a classic via your handset, the
software bits suggested here will take care of all
these needs and then some. And as the icing on the
cinematic cake, the gems featured here can be
downloaded without even spending a cent.
1 – IMDb Movies & TV:

If you want to watch trailers, find show times, rate your favorite flicks or browse through
photos of that handsome actor, beautiful actress or charismatic director, then this is just the
place you need to be. All you wanted to know about films and celebrities can be found right
here. You can relish reviews, trivia, goofs, plots, photos, user ratings and quotes of any movie
or TV show, directly from your smartphone. You’ll even be able to look up the latest DVD
releases, recaps of TV soaps and upcoming titles that you may want to catch, first day, first
show.
2 – Fandango Movies – Times & Tickets:

Just as the name suggests, this entrant in our movie apps for iPhone pampers you with show
timings and tickets. There are Coming Soon, In Theaters and other lists slapped across the
application so that you’ll be able to satisfy your film craving with just a few glances.

You can also espy clips, cast photos, high-quality trailers and exclusive interviews. And after
you find an apt theater near you, go ahead and purchase your tickets without even navigating
away from the app.
3 – Netflix:

Want to watch films and TV episodes directly on your Apple handset instead of going to a
theater or renting a video? Well, with this app, you’ll be able to gain access to unlimited
shows and flicks. All you need to do is sign up for a Netflix membership account and prepare
to comply with a one-time low monthly price.

What’s more, you can also begin watching a title on one gadget and catch up where you left
off on another. This characteristic comes in handy especially when you have to run out for an
errand and don’t want to miss a single moment of the story.
4 – Crackle:

Next on the list of movie apps for iPhone, our fourth option enables you to enjoy the
goodness of the silver screen directly on your portable device. And unlike other such
applications, this one offers Hollywood titles and TV series absolutely free of cost. That means
you won’t even have to spend a penny to watch your favorite flicks. You can dive right into
different genres such as comedy, horror, sci-fi, action, anime, crime and thriller.

Besides viewing interesting films, you can also catch up on full-length episodes of TV shows
such as Spider-Man, The Three Stooges and Seinfeld as well as anime like Queen’s Blade,
Blood + and Ikki Tousen. However, the application only works in the US, the UK, Brazil,
Canada, Australia and Latin America.
5 – Movie Clock:

Counting down the days, hours, minutes and even seconds to a particular event is a great
way to gear up for a big day. Every New Year’s Eve we gather around doing the same and we
don’t have to tell you just how exciting the whole scenario is. Now how about applying the
same idea to the release of a much-awaited film? Well, this unique software is fashioned to do
just that. You can count down the time to the release in theaters. It’s a great way to keep
track of all the flicks that are due to be unleashed across cinemas soon. There’s also an ‘In
Home’ option if you’re eager to catch the show from the comfort of your living room and are
waiting for the home release of the same. And if you’re a social butterfly, then you’ll be happy
to know that it includes a ‘Check In’ section and share options for Twitter and Facebook. You
can expect release dates up to summer 2016.
6 – Movie Trivia App:

Think you know everything about Hollywood? Want to find out whether you truly are the
ultimate entertainment buff? Well, you can put all these queries to rest by downloading and
taking part in the trivia sets put forth by this contender in our movie apps for iPhone array.
While the free application contains samples quizzes, there are in-app purchases for acquiring
the complete packs. The topics that are covered here include directors, quotes, actors and
awards. The other attributes roped in read as random questions/answers, vibrate alert option,
stats section and bookmark tool. The 80’s and 90’s Movie Trivia sets are priced at just under
$1 each.
Conclusion:
Entertainment enthusiasts have been relying on their faithful Apple gadget to get the most out
of the cinema scene. Now that we’ve gathered up the best movie apps for iPhone, this very
niche can check our list, download them all and sit back with a bucket of popcorn and watch
their favorite flicks. Show timings, trivia bits and complete films are what you bargain for when
you avail of the aforesaid delights. Now, we would love to know what you think about the
applications listed out here. Did we happen to miss out on any of your favorites? Well, simply
leave all your comments in the box situated just below.
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